
Kindergarten Reading Review Practice Activities 
 

These are “review practice activities” for kindergarten students  
who do not have access to i-Ready Read,  

or “additional suggestions” for practice activities for those doing i-Ready. 
 

Reading: 
1 - Rhyming Words:  1 - Have your child see how many words they can find that 
rhymes with a word.  2 - Then, have them identify them as real or nonsense 
words. 
 
Example:  1 - cat:  bat, dat, fat, gat, hat, jat, lat, mat, pat, rat, sat, wat, yat, zat 
      2 - real words:  cat, bat, fat, hat, mat, pat, rat, sat 

nonsense words:  dat, gat, jat, lat, wat, yat, zat 
 
 
2 - Syllables:  Have your child identify how many syllables are in words.  (Hint: 
Place your hand under your chin.  Say the word.  Every time your chin pushes 
down on your hand, it is a syllable.) 
 
Example:  dog (1), puppy (2), butterfly (3), etc. 
 
 
3 - Alphabet book:  Have your child create their own alphabet book by writing 
both the upper and lowercase letter, a word that starts with the letter, a 
sentence using this word and illustrating their sentence. 

Example:          Aa     apple     I like to eat apples.  
 
 
4 - Word Families:  1 - Have your child write as many words as they can using the 
five short vowels (a,e,i,o,u).  2 - Then have them sort them by short vowels.  3 - 
Then, help them find and write as many words for each word family as possible. 
4 - Then, have them divide these into real and nonsense words. 
 
Example:    1 - cat, dog, mom, dad, mud, bed, wet, sit, will, cup 
2 - a:  cat, dad        e:  bed, wet        i:  sit, will        o:  dog, mom        u:  mud, cup   
          3 - cat     dad     bed     wet     sit     will     dog     mom     mud     cup 



               bat     fad      wed     let       hit     pill      hog     Tom      bud      sup 
               lat       rad       red      pet     jit      bill      jog       som      lud       zup 
               fat      jad       yed      ket     bit     zill       wog    vom      dud     pup 
     4 - Real words (cat, bat, fat)     Nonsense words (lat) 
 
 
5 - Sight Words:  Practice reading and writing your sight words from your 
agenda.  Start at the beginning and see how many words you can read without 
a mistake.  Start at the beginning and see how many you can spell without a 
mistake.  (Practice those that you cannot read or spell!)  Start at the beginning 
and see how many you can write in 5 minutes, 10, minutes, etc.   
Have someone write the word correctly and misspelled two ways.  Then, see if 
you can find the correct spelling. 
 
Example:  wif     with     wyth      (Correct spelling is in bold print.) 
 
 
6 - Read & Discuss Books/Stories:  (If you don’t have any books at home, start at 
the beginning on their blue Journeys reading book and read those stories.  Your 
child should be able to read these, so just help as needed) 
 
Fiction (make believe/not real) - Read a fiction story or have someone read one 
to you.  Discuss vocabulary (any words you don’t understand what they mean), 
the characters (who or what the story is about), the setting (where and when 
the story took place), and retell the story by telling what happened at the 
beginning, middle and end.  You could even act out the story! 
 
Nonfiction (real/informational text) - Read a nonfiction story or informational 
book.  Discuss vocabulary (any words you don’t understand what they mean), 
what the author wants you to learn, main topic (what the story is about), 
sequence (what happened and in what order), what did you learn from this 
story, etc. 
 
 
 

 
 



Kindergarten Math Review Practice Activities 
 

These are “review practice activities” for kindergarten students  
who do not have access to i-Ready Math,  

or “additional suggestions” for practice activities for those doing i-Ready. 
 
 

Math: 
1 - Numbers 0 - 20:  Have your child write and identify numbers 0 - 20.  Have 
them write the number, number word and draw that many items. 
 
Example:     8     eight     ******** 
 
 
2 - Numbers 1 - 100+:  1 - Have your child count from 1 to as far as they can.   
2 - Practice counting with another person where you say a number and they say 
a number back and forth to 100.  3 - Give your child a number and have them 
count the next ten or so numbers from there.  4 - Give your child a number and 
have them tell what number comes before and after it. 
 
Examples:   
# 2 - (You say the bold print numbers.)  Someone else says the regular print. 
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 …..96 - 97 - 98 - 99 - 100 
 
# 3 - Start with 17.     17 - 18 - 19 - 20 - 21 - 22 - 23 - 24 - 25 - 26 - 27 
 
#4 - Say the number 39.          38     39     40 
 
 
3 - Count objects and identify More or Less:  Give your child two piles of items 
between 1 - 20 items.  Have students count each pile and tell which is more and 
which is less. 
 
 
4 - Practice Addition and Subtraction:  Give your child addition and subtraction 
problems both orally and written on paper.  Have them solve these for the 
answers.  (If you have dominoes, they make great examples for this.) 
 



5 - Make Numbers 0 - 10:  Give your child a number 0 - 10.  Have your child write 
and/or show with items as many different ways as they can to add or subtract to 
make that number. 
 
Example:   The number is 5. 
Possible solutions:  0 + 5, 5 + 0, 1 +4, 4 + 1, 2 + 3, 3 + 2, 10 - 5, 9 - 4, 8 - 3, 7 - 2, 6 - 2, 
5 - 0, etc. (They can also draw these with pictures.) 
 
 
6 - Make Teen Numbers (11 - 19):  Have your child show groups of ten and so 
many left over to show the teen numbers 11 - 19. 
 
Example:   Show the number 13.          **********     *** 
 
 
7 - Compare Objects:  Compare various objects around your house by telling 
which is:  shorter/longer, taller/shorter, lighter/heavier, holds more/holds less, etc. 
 
8 - Classify Objects:  Sort and classify objects that look alike/different, same 
shape, same number of objects per group, etc.  Also, begin to identify and sort 
coins. 
 
9 - Positional Words:  Identify where things are and play, “I Spy”  using positional 
words, such as above, below, beside, in front of, and next to. 
 
10 - 2-dimensional Shapes:  Correctly identify, name, draw and build  2-D 
shapes, such as circle, square, triangle, rectangle, rhombus (diamond), 
trapezoid, hexagon, pentagon, octagon, etc. 
 
11 - 3-dimensional Shapes:  Correctly identify, name, draw and build 3-D 
shapes, such as sphere, cube, cylinder, rectangular prism, cone, pyramid, etc. 
 
12 - Identify Shapes as 2-dimensional (flat) or 3-dimensional (solid) shapes: 
Helpful hint:  Shapes that you can draw and cut out of a piece of paper that lay 
flat are 2-dimensional shapes.  Shapes that stand up off the page are 
3-dimensional.  (See #s 11 & 12 above.) 
 
 


